PROBLEMS OF LINGUISTIC TAGGING OF UZBEK-ENGLISH PARALLEL CORPUS TEXTS

Abstract: the article analyzes topic such as: the parallel corpus usually consists of texts on a specific topic. Parallel corpus of state and international official, diplomatic content make up the majority. The most widely used of these is the Corpus of European Documents. The strictness of the translation of such texts is strictly required, and the quality of translation is high. Accuracy in translation makes it easier to equate the two language corpus units. Therefore, in order to align the text of the parallel corpus to give a good result, it is necessary to pay special attention to the quality of the translation when selecting the text for the parallel corpus.
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Introduction

During the pilot phase, the Russian-Chinese parallel corpus received 4 "Reports on the work of the Government of the People's Republic of China" for 2012-2015 and their translations into Russian. At the next stage, it is planned to introduce 6 more official and diplomatic documents. This means that in the first stage it will be possible to parallel the corpus with less material and in the next stage to multiply them. Today, the volume of the corpus consists of 931 paragraphs, 116,668 texts, of which 46,190 text forms are in the Russian language section, and 70,478 in the Chinese language section.

II.Literature review

Y.M.Mukhin, I.Yan consider the following factors when choosing a source:

1. To improve the quality of the translation, the translated text must be translated by a well-known, qualified professional or official organization. The official website of the Government of the People's Republic of China served as a source of material for this corpus. The materials of this site are translated by the Central Compilation & Translation Bureau; which indicates that the quality of the translation is guaranteed.

2. The selected material must be structurally and semantically stable. For example, the Prime Minister's annual "Speeches" have a repetitive word / sentence / combination, or even text-structure. This is natural. Such duplicate units are important for the translation of the original and the translated text as well as for the automatic marking at a later stage.

3. In contrast to the translation of a work of art, the translation of official-administrative, diplomatic, administrative documents must preserve the content and structure of the original text. Therefore the sequence of such original and translated text sentences / phrases will be the same; structurally mutually identical; will be similar. In this way, the task of aligning text units in two languages is simplified.

III.Analysis
Principles of corpus marking. The experience of several parallel corpuses, including the Russian-Chinese parallel corpus, was studied in formulating the principles of corpus marking.

In order to get an idea of the stage of parallel corpus correction, we first give an example of parallel texts marked from Russian-Chinese parallel corpus:

1) original text (a):

a1【在财政收支矛盾较大的情况下，我们竭力尽力。】@||@ a2【始终把改善民生作为工作的出发点和落脚点。】@||@ a3【注重制度建设。】@||@ a4【兜住民生底线。】@||@ a5【推动社会事业发展。】

2) translation text (b):

b1【При наличии довольно крупных противоречий между финансовыми доходами и расходами мы со всей искренностью】||@ b2【неизменино брали за исходную точку и конечную цель всей своей работы улучшение народной жизни，】@||@ b3【уделяя особое внимание институциональному строительству。】@||@ b4【не допуская выхода за нижний предел обеспечения народной жизни】@||@ b5【и стимулируя развитие социальных сфер】

In this example, elementary discursive units (EDBs) are separated by square brackets. The letter and number between them represent Chinese clauses as well as the syntactic unit in Russian and their order. The vertical line in front of the claus (the “|” sign) indicates the amount in the tree structure to which the claus belongs; The “@” sign indicates the central position of the elementary discursive unit relative to the clauses. As can be seen from the fragment, the Sino-Russian parallel corpus is an elementary discursive unit; types of relationships between them; discursive binding; their semantic characteristics, the central role of the EDB; including other information about its hierarchical structure.

As can be seen from the fragment, the Chinese-Russian parallel corpus is an elementary discursive unit; types of relationships between them; discursive binding; their semantic characteristics, the central role of EDB; including other information about its hierarchical structure.

Below we take a closer look at the layout parameters.

1. Logical-semantic relationship in the discursive corpus. Unlike a syntactic relationship, a discursive relationship is primarily logical-semantic in nature. In his doctoral research, Lee cites a classification that includes 4 groups of relationships (including 17 types), taking into account the importance of asymmetric relationships and discursive connections in the classification. This classification is based on Chinese syntactic theories. In his article, Mukhin cites the types of discursive relationships identified by Lee:

1) parallel relationship: connected, serial, progressive, alternative, comparative;
2) contradictory attitude: contradictory and proportional;
3) causal relationship: private causal, purposeful, conditional, hypothetical, concluding;
4) expanding attitude: descriptive, summarizing, illustrative and evaluative.

This relationship classification has been used not only in the Chinese text layout but also in the Chinese-English parallel corpus layout.

It is this classification that was used to implement the platform layout created by V. Feng. Similarly, in particular in the formation of the Chinese-Russian parallel corpus, the authors relied on this discursive relationship.

In such a corpus, the marking is done manually on the basis of a special program. The layout platform interface was developed by Chinese scientist V. Feng. On the basis of this interface it is possible to fill the corpus with parallel texts, make the necessary markings, align the units. The multilingual platform can encode different fonts without any hassle. The first area of the platform is dedicated to the task of marking, statistics, marking unification (comparison of markings performed by different users). The second field forms a directory for downloading text and storing marked data. The third area is for data generation, storage, deletion, and editing. At the top of the field is the markup relationship, while in the other field is the original and translated text; a separate field lists the discursive link, the type of discursive relationship, and other parameters.

Marked Russian-Chinese texts are stored in XML files. Such a platform can perform both marking and equalization of a discursive structure at the same time: splitting two parallel texts into a discursive unit, equalizing a discursive structure, defining a discursive relationship, and so on. The presence of such information collected / stored in XML format in the corpus will be useful when performing a search in the corpus later.

---
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Observing the experience of creating a parallel corpus, we came to the conclusion that the study of the criteria for selecting text on the corpus, the principles of their marking and alignment, as well as the specifics of the software, this process should be gradual. Based on the existing software base, you can easily create a similar parallel corpus.

The presence of a translation dictionary in a parallel corpus further expands its possibilities and serves as a convenient lexicographical tool.

IV. Discussion

N. Gochev's views on the bilingual / translated dictionary, which will be part of the parallel corpus, are noteworthy. In the article "Corpus of parallel Russian and Bulgarian texts" N. Gochev emphasizes the importance of the parallel corpus and describes its components as follows: "The Russian-Bulgarian parallel corpus consists of two parts. The first section (the corpus itself) is a database at the level of the text adapted / aligned at the sentence level, containing Russian and Bulgarian parallel texts. The second section (Russian-Bulgarian parallel corpus translation dictionary) - the lexical unit being translated is sorted in the corpus from the typological point of view; in which, as a dictionary article, the equivalent corresponding to each unit for translation and the full explanation given to it; the rule of composing a text in the target language based on the nature of the target language; the influence of the original language on the translated language, the transformation of translation; there is information in the form of an exhortation article about errors and inaccuracies in the translation.

In another article, G.N. Gochev discusses the second part of the Russian-Bulgarian parallel corpus - the article structure of the translator-dictionary.

In the Russian-Bulgarian parallel corpus, windows such as "Lexical Equivalent", "Translation Transformation", "Incorrect Translation and Errors" are the main part of the corpus translator. In this article, the author discusses the general rules for the structure of a dictionary article in a parallel corpus translator-dictionary on the example of the verb говорить in Russian.

Before compiling the dictionary article on the verb говорить, 3393 infinitive and verb forms of the говорить verb encountered in the Russian-Bulgarian parallel corpus were analyzed. Analyzes showed that of these, 2782 cases were translated with lexical equivalent.

It is known that in the process of translation there are cases of lack of lexical equivalent or inefficient use of the translator (although it is rare). The equivalent has the appearance that it approaches the meaning of the word in Russian, and that they are a unit that does not correspond to each other; such an equivalent is called an invariant equivalent. The results of the analysis show that there are three invariant-equivalents in the verb говорить: these are говоря, казвам, обаждам се. All of these units are close to the content and ottenka of the Russian verb говорить. But it is not possible to use these words interchangeably in any text in translation.

Other equivalents of the verb говорить differ significantly in the translated text. They are option-equivalent and are used only when it is possible to exchange them with invariant-equivalent in the text. The main equivalents of the verb говорить are говоря, казвам; their frequency in the corpus is the basis for such a conclusion: in the corpus the word казвам occurs 1382 times, the word говоря 945 times, and the word обаждам се 9 times. There are 17 variants of the Казвам invariant-equivalent that occur 292 times, and 9 variants of the говоря invariant-equivalent that occur 154 times; the variant of the word forms обаждам се has not been determined.

According to the author, grouping by lexical equivalent is the most convenient, optimal principle in compiling a corpus translator. This approach results in a perfectly developed system of equivalents and a convenient way to show it to the user. This is practical for the translator.

Making a dictionary article for equivalents Put an index in the form of a hyperlink to that word in the annotated dictionary of each language; can be created by attaching a comment to the word via a hyperlink. From 2 to 4 comments from a translation dictionary to a single word in the original can be attached via a hyperlink, i.e., multiple equivalents to a single word may be appropriate, or vice versa.

V. Conclusion

Each instance in the corpus checks to see how well these equivalents fit; they clearly indicate the extent to which the word is used in the language;
Impact Factor:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Impact Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISRA (India)</td>
<td>4.971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISI (Dubai, UAE)</td>
<td>0.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIF (Australia)</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIF</td>
<td>1.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIS (USA)</td>
<td>0.912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICY (Poland)</td>
<td>6.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIHII (Russia)</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESJI (KZ)</td>
<td>8.997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBI (India)</td>
<td>4.260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIIF (India)</td>
<td>1.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIF (Morocco)</td>
<td>5.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAJI (USA)</td>
<td>0.350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

depending on the frequency, the researcher selects one of the equivalents. In a translated dictionary, a dictionary article is constructed on the basis of grouping the equivalent, taking into account the language structure. This approach is consistent with the purpose of this type of dictionary (to give more, more complete information about the translated word).
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